INTRODUCTION

Archaeologists, historians, linguists, and other scholars in Egyptology regularly publish as fact data known to be inaccurate or problematic: calendrical dates. Although calendar dates (along with a variety relative dating methods) frame all works and publications regarding ancient Egypt, precise dates for the ancient world seem to be regarded as a tangential category of scientific data, one to which the high standards of scholarly inquiry are not consistently applied. The innate scholarly desire to organize the past instead absolves chronological transgressions through the use of *circumstantial*. This creates sweeping problems for the understanding of history not only in Egypt but the entire ancient Mediterranean and Near East, timelines that necessarily rest on the interpretation of the Egyptian historical and archaeological record (e.g. Bruins 2010).

Currently, precise calendrical dating for ancient Egypt extends only to the transition from the Twenty-fifth Dynasty to the Twenty-sixth in 664 BC (see Schneider 2010). While strong arguments for the certainty of earlier dates have been offered (e.g. Khan [2006] for 721 BC; Kitchen [2013] for 690 BC), general agreement in the field appears to extend only to the noted dynastic transition (Creasman 2013a). Published dates for events prior to 664 BC therefore range in reliability from useful approximations (at best) to dubious over-reaches. Even this date of 664 BC, more than 5 centuries after the fall of Egypt’s exalted New Kingdom, was ascertained only through arduous efforts by a dedicated subset of scholars within the field. It leaves unresolved the entire period most often conceived of as “ancient Egypt” (the Predynastic; Old, Middle, and New Kingdoms; and three intermediate periods). Consequently, more than 3 millennia of complex human activity remain subject to copious debate and approximation, aligned through a variety of insufficiently precise methodologies, including astronomical orientations, Sothic cycles, other ancient king lists, synchronisms with other cultures, and radiocarbon dating (e.g. Spence 2000; Hornung et al. 2006; Bronk Ramsey et al. 2010; Dee et al. 2010; Schneider 2012; Shortland and Bronk Ramsey 2013). Many Egyptologists balance the desire for chronological accuracy with the problems of dating by drawing either from relative methodologies (citing, e.g. reigns and dynasties) or from one published conventional chronology or another (e.g. Shaw 2000b; Redford 2001), often overlooking the implications of the differences among them simply because precision (that is, exact calendar dates for past events and processes) seems unobtainable. It is, perhaps, absolute dating fatigue—brought on by an endless cycle of calendar dates for certain events being presented as sound, opposed by one camp or another, and revised again or discarded—that has contributed to a reliance on general works that, regardless of their chronological variances and approximations, are of agreed high quality (Shaw 2000b; Redford 2001).

King lists and texts referring to specific regnal years form the linchpin of current Egyptological dating. The ancient Egyptians did not number the years of their calendars from a fixed point in time; rather, a new counting of years began typically with the ascension of a new king (Tausret’s reign at the end of the Nineteenth Dynasty provides an example of an exception to this generality [see Wilkinson 2012; Creasman et al. 2014]). All dates assigned in antiquity to any event, great or small, are given in this manner. Thus, we know, for example, that Ramesses II fought against the Hittites in the battle of Kadesh in the fifth year of his reign (Lichtheim 1976:60), and that, 47 years later, a man named Tjay transported a cow (Janssen 1961:43).
This would seem to present the possibility of developing a relatively straightforward chronology (especially since other ancient societies lacking written records and with much less material culture from which to work have been temporally resolved, notably in the American Southwest [Douglass 1929; Nash 1999]), were it not for an incomplete and sometimes contradictory historical record, problems presented by coregencies, and other irregularities in the data. Prime examples of these difficulties can be found in the late Eighteenth Dynasty, which includes a hypothesized coregency between Amenhotep III and Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten, the length (and existence) of which is much debated (e.g. Giles 2001; Dorman 2009). The dynasty comes to a close with the reign of Horemheb, to whom various scholars ascribe a reign as short as 13 years or as long as 35 (van Dijk 2008:200). Simultaneously, aligning textual and archaeological evidence from neighboring regions with even seemingly “stable” (albeit floating) segments of Egyptian historically resolved chronology can pose difficult problems (e.g. van Dijk 2008). Likewise, synchronizing ancient relative chronologies with episodes of natural disasters that left telltale evidence across the region, such as the volcanic eruption that devastated the island of Santorini sometime in the Bronze Age, remains contentious (Höflmayer 2012; Manning and Kromer 2012).

Of all the geochronologic and archaeometric methods of dating, only dendrochronology can provide precise, single-year dates (often with seasonal resolution) for past events and processes. This level of precision is essential for resolving ancient Egypt’s chronology, given that some 150 of the approximately 300 known pharaohs ruled for less than a decade each (many for less than 5 years), periods far too brief for the resolution offered by other scientific dating methods (e.g. $^{14}$C). Despite its great promise, there is at present no tree-ring chronology for the pharaohs.

Andrew E. Douglass, the founder of dendrochronology, explored the possibility of applying the methods of tree-ring dating to ancient Egyptian artifacts at least as early as 1924 (Allen 1924), 4 years before prehistoric structures were dated by tree rings anywhere in the world (see Nash 1999:23), including the region where dendrochronology was founded: the American Southwest. A dry region akin to the Southwest, the Near East, specifically including Egypt, possesses all of the ingredients for archaeological tree-ring dating (Bannister and Robinson 1975:213). As will be shown, the few attempts to apply dendrochronological methods during the past 90 years have left the matter of ancient Egyptian dates unresolved but in position to advance.

Recent years have witnessed a rise in studies of ancient Egyptian environment and climate (e.g. Ghilardi and Boraia 2011; Bernhardt et al. 2012; Butzer 2012), human/environment interactions (e.g. Graham et al. 2012; Creasman 2013b), and absolute dating (largely through $^{14}$C; e.g. Bronk Ramsey et al. 2010; Dee et al. 2010; Quiles et al. 2013). As dendrochronology has made significant contributions to these same kinds of inquiries elsewhere in the world, this paper argues for the necessity of further progress toward the construction of a tree-ring chronology for the pharaonic and earlier periods. Eventually, “the entire prehistoric and early historic chronology of Egypt and the Near East will have to be revised, using the more secure chronological framework that dendrochronology can offer” (Renfrew 1996:733). With a concerted and collaborative effort, this eventuality may become reality.

For nearly a century, tree rings have offered insights into chronology and into past natural and human events (e.g. Douglass 1929), including dates of prehistoric structures and migrations, millennia-long histories of drought and temperature, corroboration and calibration of $^{14}$C dating, and long-term river flows with implications for modern water management (e.g. Suess 1970; Woodhouse and Overpeck 1998; Gray et al. 2011). Tree rings offer essential data for revealing and understanding complex interactions between natural and human systems, with valuable lessons for the present and future. Chronological, behavioral, and environmental studies such as these continue today and have expanded to include virtually all periods of history and cultures, notably excluding ancient Egypt.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF DENDROCHRONOLOGY AND ANCIENT EGYPT

In the 1920s, A. E. Douglass was in contact with prominent Egyptologists to explore the possibility of constructing a tree-ring-based chronology for ancient Egypt. By the early 1930s, they concluded that the museums of the world already held a sufficient volume of wooden archaeological remains to facilitate substantial progress in the endeavor (Breasted 1933). On several occasions, Douglass and those working directly under his supervision attempted to pursue the case for dendrochronology of ancient Egypt, but external circumstances ultimately prevented further progress.

Despite this recognition of need and possibility, few efforts have extended to Egypt itself. Bryant Bannister, the first to visit Egypt and collect tree-ring specimens there, confirmed the viability of cedars imported in antiquity for the most essential concept in dendrochronology: crossdating (Bannister 1970, 1985). Having analyzed the specimens that Bannister collected, Jeffrey S. Dean concluded: “a study of wood samples from an Egyptian pyramid indicates that future successes in this area are possible” (1978:140). Bannister and Dean, both specialists in the U.S. Southwest, did not directly advance the case for Egypt further. Instead, they encouraged Peter Ian Kuniholm, whose primary focus on Aegean dendrochronology never led to the collection of materials in Egypt but did include the assembly of a significant, if small, set of wood samples from Egyptian artifacts in Western museums. Kuniholm (2001a, 2001b) crossdated two floating cedar chronologies that originated from different sites in Egypt and periods of history: a Twelfth Dynasty boat (Carnegie Museum of Natural History 1842-1) from the site of Dahshur and an older coffin (Oriental Institute Museum 12072), likely of Eleventh Dynasty date, from Saqqara, some 10 km away. This considerably advanced the case for the application of dendrochronology to anciently imported materials, but as Egypt was largely outside the scope of Kuniholm’s work, it was not advanced further. The specimens have, however, recently been used in new chronological evaluations in hopes of narrowing the margin of error for 14C dating (Manning et al. 2014).

Aside from the occasional collection and analysis of Egyptian specimens from museums and institutions outside of Egypt (e.g. Kromer 1991), little additional progress was made until the launch of Synchronisation of Civilisations in the Eastern Mediterranean in the Second Millennium BC (SCIEM 2000). A multifaceted program supported by the Austrian Academy of Sciences, SCIEM 2000 specifically included Egypt within its dendrochronology component (Cichocki 2000, 2003). This resulted in the sampling of at least 161 archaeological objects in museums and a (presumably smaller) number collected from two archaeological sites in Egypt (http://www.oeaw.ac.at/sciem2000/Pr07/main.html, accessed 28 January 2014). The project, which has oriented all of its collection activity toward imported cedars (Cichocki 2006; no other species are reported to have been collected) and produced only floating chronologies, has resulted in two significant events. Of foremost importance, the team acquired ring-width measurements from 15 objects in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo: the first successful such effort in a museum in Egypt. The current author’s empirical observations have led to the conclusion that museums and archaeological storehouses in Egypt hold multiple tons of wood from contexts securely dated to specific reigns and years within these reigns. Work with such resources will be critical to the construction of a fixed chronology via tree rings. Secondly, working with small group of archaeologists in Egypt, the SCIEM project visited active excavations to collect specimens. Continuing and expanding both achievements will be critical to long-term successes.

Unfortunately, despite the labors and foundational works noted, there has been no effort to collect or analyze tree-ring materials in or from Egypt with the organization or frequency necessary to contribute to larger chronological, behavioral, or environmental analyses for any period of its history. Resolving such a long and complicated history will require the study of tens of thousands of specimens or perhaps even more.

**IS DENDROCHRONOLOGY POSSIBLE FOR AND IN EGYPT?**

As a result of favorable preservation conditions and the ancient Egyptian practice of ritually provisioning individuals for the afterlife, archaeological excavations in Egypt have recovered an abundant if unquantified large volume (e.g. multiple tons) of human-modified wood. This includes both native and imported species (e.g. of the latter, approximately 38 tons of imported Cedrus libani compose one Old Kingdom ship excavated in the 1950s [Mark 2009:133]). Ancient ships, coffins and other funerary equipment, furniture, statuary, and architectural timbers provide a potential source of material for tree-ring research (Figure 1). Such items fill museums and storehouses throughout Egypt and elsewhere and in many cases receive little academic attention.

As evidenced by the aforementioned works, construction of a tree-ring-based chronology for cedars and other imported timbers derived from Egyptian archaeological contexts is indeed possible. The basic principles of tree-ring research (Bannister 1963) have been successfully demonstrated for C. libani, the most common timber import, within the circumstances encountered in Egypt. Tree-ring research in the region widely uses other imports, including Cupressus sp., Juniperus sp., and Pinus sp. (see Bardinet [2008] for thorough discussions of each), so these genera should prove similarly useful in Egypt (e.g. Liphschitz 2007; Touchan and Hughes 2009; Touchan et al. 2011; Griggs et al. 2013).

However, imported timbers in Egypt come with complicating factors (see Cichocki [2000:64–65] and Cichocki et al. [2004:97], in addition to subsequent citations). The Egyptians valued wood, particularly the imported coniferous woods, sufficiently to prompt its frequent reuse (Cresman 2010a, 2010b, 2013b). Such timber repurposing as the Egyptians practiced will provide dendrochronological efforts with both advantages and challenges. During the chronology-building process, a mixture of first-use and reused wood can yield a greater number of annual rings with which to work than might a collection of only first-use timber, permitting the construction of longer site chronologies and floating chronologies. However, the same practice will likely complicate dating efforts for individual artifacts or sites. Even when dates are available (that is, when the outermost rings remain and can be fit into a master chronology), they will skew older if the construction episode under consideration utilized little or no new material. Similarly problematic is that we do not know how much time typically passed between the felling of timber in a foreign land (and seasoning, if any), its transport to Egypt, and its eventual use there.
Furthermore, the practice of stockpiling timber, including “old” wood, in Egypt is known from at least as early as the Middle Kingdom (Simpson 1965; Dee et al. 2012; Creasman 2013b).

Although proposed and briefly pursued much earlier (Robinson 1967), the field of tree-ring analysis has focused only recently on archaeological wood-use behaviors. The essential concept behind such studies is “[t]he more we understand the behavior involved in wood procurement, use, discard and consumption, the better we will be able to assign unambiguous dates to human events” (Dean 1996:466). This is especially important for societies, such as pharaonic Egypt, that made intensive use of wood and lack reliable chronologies. Before relying on imported timbers to provide dates for past events in ancient Egypt, we need to develop a much greater understanding of wood-use behaviors, notably reuse and other aspects of the timber economy (Dixon 1974; Deglin 2012; Creasman 2013b, 2014).

Thus far, Egyptological tree-ring studies have subjected only imported species to rigorous evaluation of their potential. Even the most fundamental question remains unanswered for native Egyptian species: can dendrochronology be applied to them with success? Using dendrochronology to its fullest potential—for example, to evaluate and reconstruct environmental events and their impacts (i.e. theories of dynastic collapse; Bell 1971, 1975; Moeller 2005; Hassan 2007; Butzer 2012)—will require analysis of specimens that grew in Egypt and thus reflect the local conditions, rather than those of distant lands (e.g. cedars of Lebanon). If tree-ring studies for Egypt can incorporate native species, they could yield critical perspectives on the environment, including Nile flood levels, periods of drought or pestilence (both of which trees can evince), and other issues that have modern relevance, including resource management and climate change. Determining the viability of native Egyptian woods commonly used in ancient times for tree-ring analyses has yet to be accomplished.

Excluding palms, which do not produce tree rings, the three most commonly used native Egyptian woods in ancient times are (per Cichocki et al. 2004) acacia (Acacia nilotica), fig (Ficus sycomorus), and tamarisk (Tamarix sp.). The utility for tree-ring research for these species in Egypt has yet to receive adequate examination (Creasman, in press). Ficus sycomorus and Acacia nilotica failed to work for Bannister in the 1970s, and others since then have found them to be similarly problematic (B. Bannister, personal communication, 10 October 2011), leading researchers to dismiss them as unusable. However, none of the Egyptian varieties has undergone a thorough evaluation. While the biological growth characteristics of F. sycomorus do, indeed, make it an unlikely candidate for dendrochronology (i.e. it appears not to form annual rings), it should still be evaluated as a potential source, given that on many occasions studies have revealed that genera/species once thought not useful for dendrochronology can in fact yield a wealth of information (e.g. African frankincense trees [Tolera et al. 2013] and certain tropical species [Trouet et al. 2012]; N.B. until about 1970 apparently all trees in England and Ireland were believed to fall into this category [Baillie 1982:22]). Moreover, investigations have demonstrated the dendrochronological viability of Acacia sp. and Tamarix sp. in other arid/semi-arid regions, including the Near East and Ethiopia (e.g. Gourlay 1995a, 1995b; Eshete and Ståhl 1999; Touchan and Hughes 2009; Nicolini et al. 2010; Wils et al. 2010, 2011). Egyptians employed these genera extensively—for example, in the construction of a

![Figure 1. Conceptual chronology building via tree rings for ancient Egypt; not to scale (R. Caroli/P. P. Creasman; © University of Arizona Egyptian Expedition).](https://doi.org/10.2458/azu_rc.56.18324)
fence forming the enclosure around a Predynastic tomb at Hierakopolis (Adams 2001), dynastic period boats (Ward 2000), and many other structures and objects from the Neolithic to Roman period (Gale et al. 2000), and nomadic pastoralists have made use of some to the present (Andersen et al. 2014). This makes analyses (specifically including anatomical evaluation [as in Fahn et al. 1986; Andersen and Krzywinski 2007; Akkemik and Yaman 2012]) of Egyptian examples of these woods essential.

Aside from the scientific evaluation of potential specimens, this endeavor must consider other practical matters. The most limiting factor in the pursuit of a tree-ring chronology for Egypt is access to specimens. When sufficient quantity and quality of specimens have been secured in dendrochronology, success has generally followed. Many, although not all, museums worldwide prohibit sampling of artifacts for scientific analyses. Collection of enough specimens to make reasonable progress will require a multifaceted agreement with the archaeological and museum authorities in Egypt, where the majority of the potential specimens are located. Although such an agreement will likely preclude sampling diagnostic objects (e.g. sculptures), thousands of other candidates sit in archives and storage magazines throughout Egypt from which progress can be made. Similarly, Western museums contain thousands of potential specimens. For objects of art and other intrinsically valuable wooden items, less invasive methods (such as those used to date European artworks; Kuniholm 2000) or noninvasive methods (e.g. X-ray computed tomography scanning; Grabner et al. 2009) are possibilities but present their own challenges, such as access to the necessary equipment and in the latter case, refinements in methodology are still needed. Cichocki et al. (2004) used modified flatbed scanners to capture images of exposed wood grains on coffins and worked from the electronic files. However, because most potential specimens do not have a fine enough surface and will at least require sanding, this method is unlikely to be widely applicable. The collection, over time, of a sufficient number of specimens will require a suitable archive and research space in Egypt. Ideally, active excavations and museum projects would, as a matter of general practice, submit any and all possible specimens to a centralized repository/laboratory where they could be evaluated.

Since 1983, Egypt’s Antiquities Authority (a predecessor of today’s Ministry of Antiquities) has had in place a prohibition against the removal from the country of archaeological materials, which now includes scientific specimens. Even if concern regarding sampling wooden objects can be overcome (as others have elsewhere in the world), under the present circumstances any tree-ring specimens collected from the country’s vast reserves of wooden artifacts are likely to be restricted to analysis and archiving within the country. This is not prohibitive for the conduct of research itself because much tree-ring analysis requires relatively little equipment (all of which can be legally imported). However, the long-term nature of dendrochronological work and the usual tendency of dendrochronologists to evaluate specimens in their home laboratories do make such constraints a critical consideration.

Fortunately, a model already exists in Egypt for the scientific evaluation of archaeological materials: the Laboratoire de datation par le radiocarbone of the Institut français d’archéologie orientale. Opened in Cairo in 2006, it is the only such archaeological laboratory in Egypt and processes all 14C specimens within the country. If cooperation of the necessary authorities can be similarly secured for dendrochronology, there is great hope for its application to wooden remains now in Egypt. To this end, the author has proposed and sought funding for the creation of a program that would, with the cooperation of Egyptian universities and museums, train Egyptian students and archaeologists in dendrochronology at the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research in Tucson, Arizona, and return them to work at facilities in their home country. In any event, it will be essential to engage Egyptians in the process.

Current regulations necessitate the establishment of not only a dendrochronological research facility but also a tree-ring repository and archive in Egypt, preferably sharing a location with the laboratory. The analogy of dendrochronology as assembly of a jigsaw puzzle explains this need aptly (e.g. Baillie 1982). Researchers collect puzzle pieces from a wide variety of sources (in this case, tree-ring specimens from archaeological sites and museum collections) and subsequently assemble them, a task requiring years. Long-term preservation and continued access to specimens are crucial to this field because the significance of an individual specimen may become evident only years or even decades after its collection, when sufficient other specimens have been obtained for comparison to it, thus allowing potential completion of the “puzzle.” Specimens must remain available for new observations, as vouchers for past research, and for the employment of different types of analyses and technologies (Creasman 2011). Furthermore, the ongoing loss of tree-ring resources due to environmental and social changes (e.g. looting and site destruction) will render extant wooden material increasingly valuable for study by biologists, earth scientists, and archaeologists in the coming decades and centuries.

CONCLUSIONS

Presently, Egyptology (along with all related fields that draw from Egyptian chronology) has only the option to fit chronology into the combined historical and archaeological record, a source of considerable debate and confusion. Dendrochronology can stand alone and independent, as an arbiter of time into which the historical record can be placed.

Despite the outstanding issues and concerns noted, efforts to construct a tree-ring chronology for ancient Egypt have, perhaps, the most favorable conditions of any such ambitious endeavor yet to be undertaken in dendrochronology. Ample material for meaningful progress exists and is accessible in museums and storerooms, including species known to be scientifically viable and others with yet unknown utility. The task will also greatly benefit from the examples of similarly complex projects that
have come before, including the recent establishment of scientific laboratories in Egypt, the laying down of a retrospective “road map” regarding the construction of archaeological chronologies (Robinson 1976), and the development of multiple millennia-long chronologies (Ferguson 1969).

The proliferation of competing chronologies among Egyptological publications, unresolved lengths of reigns, the discovery of new kings (e.g. Woseribre Senebkay of the so-called Abydos Dynasty, discovered in January 2014 [Kingsley 2014]; cf. Ryholt 1997), and numerous other issues underscore the need to supplement traditional Egyptological approaches with dendrochronology and its precision.

Others have noted that “[t]he existence of a reliable chronological framework on which to chart the development of prehistoric cultures not only profoundly changed the structure of southwestern investigations but also altered the thinking of all New World archaeologists” (Bannister and Robinson 1986:51). Such a framework for ancient Egypt would equally transform our imperfect understanding of the Old World. Its benefits would include not only calendar dates for past human events and natural processes, but also preparation of regional 14C calibration, flood reconstructions, and large-scale climate analyses.

Vital to all—indeed, any—such significant contribution to the study of ancient Egypt will be the support and involvement of the Ministry of Antiquities, as well as that of individual archaeologists and missions, conservators, and other scientists and their institutions. Collaboration among experienced dendrochronologists, Egyptologists, and Egyptian scientists, archaeologists, and students would introduce tree-ring methodologies not only to the field of Egyptology but also to the community of Egyptian researchers. Indeed, Egypt faces other pressing concerns (e.g. Nile river flow and water management today) that could greatly benefit from the introduction of tree-ring research.

Although not a panacea for all of the chronological and environmental questions regarding Egypt and the ancient world around it, dendrochronology can and must serve as a critical bridge toward the development of a greater understanding. This development will happen neither quickly nor easily; an endeavor of this scope will be long, arduous, and beset by challenges (including scientific and logistical). Furthermore, however great its value, we must employ dendrochronology in concert with those other tools available, including the very historical records (e.g. king lists), archaeological interpretations, 14C dating, Sotthic cycles, and synchronisms with other cultures on which the problematic chronologies currently in use are built. Only by combining dendrochronology with other such modes of investigation can we realize its true potential for Egypt and neighboring regions and thereby provide other researchers with precise dates on which to ground their historical discussions.
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